Key highlights from the past 9 years:

- **283** young women tech entrepreneurs
- Established a network of support with **186** mentors to date
- **86% of participating girls** become more confident & knowledgeable about solving real-world problems*
- Helping **93% of girls** gain collaboration skills*
- Helping **93% of girls** gain confidence in persisting through challenges*

*Participant numbers based on students and mentors on formed teams. Impact data taken from 2020 surveys.
“My goals for this Technovation season were to learn how to code and have fun building an app with my friends and both of those were achieved, despite the online and covid challenges.”

- Evva, 2021 participant

“When I started my project I did not have any experience to code an app on thunkable. It is quite new to me. I took the challenge and never gave up until me and my team complete the project.”

- Mariam, 2021 participant